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Abstract
Background: Learners in the correct understanding of physics concepts express their inability, so change in the way of teaching
the concepts of physics is necessary; in fact that effective training is learning materials actively involved in the construction of the
mind. The aim of the present study is to study the effect of computer simulation based on constructivist approach to remove the
misconception in physics course.
Methods: The research procedure is quasi-experimental with pretest- posttest and control group design. The population consists of
all male and female secondary school students in Yazd (2009). This research includes 216 students in 2nd grade of high school in Yazd
province. The sample is randomly assigned to experimental and control groups. The data collection tool is a questionnaire, using a
panel of experts to verify the validity and using Cronbach’s alpha as75% to verify the reliability. For statistical analysis, software SPSS
version 16 is used to examine the questions of the t-tests.
Results: The results of the analysis of data using statistical t independent groups showed that. There are significant differences in
the effectiveness of computer simulation based on constructivist approach which remove the misconception in physics course (df
= 160.53, t = -10.45, sig = 0.00, P < 0.01).
Conclusions: Based on the results of the present study, ways of presenting concepts with the help of computer simulation based
on constructivist approach is an effective component to remove the misconception in physics course.
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1. Background
Physics is the knowledge of discovery and practical application of laws and relationships governing natural phenomena and the basis of this knowledge is based on experimentation. Learners often, due to the inability to properly understand the concepts, consider it to be difficult.
This could be because of false ways of presenting the concept. The worst way of presenting the concepts is that
learners are forced to memorize without proper understanding of the concepts (1). According to Piaget, learning
is the learner’s work to absorb and accommodate mental
construction (2). Early experience introduction without
providing proper context and developing concepts lead
to memorization and prevent the development of logical
thinking and abstract. Learners learn better when they
solve real problems and critically discuss issues with their
classmates. Accordingly, teaching physics is based on experimental method and class discussion. This method
makes learners active and lasting effect on their minds.
Physics teachers try to teach physics to students to correct
their ways of thinking (3). However, teaching and learning physics, is always accompanied with misconception in

the performance of the students and can cause confusion
and failure in solving physics problems. So, it is essential
to analyze the roots of mistakes in physics. Falsification
of concepts may cause misconception. Some researchers,
instead of misconception, proposed the term “raw or simple theory” and some other so-called imagination, but the
greatest emphasis is on the word misconceptions or misconception. So, understanding depends on proper ideas
and new connections (4). When the students understand
the causes of misconceptions and actively cope with the
guidance of the teacher as fix and correct it, they will lead
to the growth of thinking and insight (5). Also for dealing
with abuse misconception not only necessary that teachers be aware of their students’ ways of thinking but also
it is essential to develop strategies that focus on meaningful learning. Common example of basic science in high
schools is power and energy topics. For example, learners believe that power is a property of a material (6), while
noting that the troops should be dependent and related
to the materials and are not their features. They do not
yet understand that the power is constantly intrinsic. Because learners’ mistakes take the time of the class, finding
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suitable solutions to analyze and correct training will have
great benefits (7, 8). In the present study, we investigated
and analyzed misconceptions of physics concepts because
it is important for teachers to detect misconceptions and
to some extent they can adjust their teaching methods
based on misconception of students. In fact, awareness of
their mental processes will help teachers to try to make
the appropriate changes in the way students learn and explore better ways and their close relationship with the real
world and the goals of higher education (9). Correct understanding the concepts helps fully understand what students have already learned and helps facilitate what they
later learn.
There is no comprehensive definition of power and energy in textbooks. For example, in physics textbooks, energy is defined as the ability to do something, while this
definition does not be sufficient for the task. In other
words, in addition to the need to define qualitative definition, it is needed to define a quantitative definition and
students and even teachers to understand a deep understanding of the concepts. If students learn the power topics, they also learn the energy issues, although they are
not of the same issues. So, the diagnosis of misconceptions will help the teacher to identify the types of problems
(10). Reviewing the internal and external research in this
area indicates that the current misconceptions between
students around the world are often similar. The formation of cognitive schemas leads to formation of misconceptions. In any case, our conceptual mistake is due to lack
of concentration and carelessness. That’s why knowing
how to create mental schemas requires multiple investigations (11). Atkinson, in a study titled “misunderstanding
possibilities”, between the two groups of students from
the University of Michigan in the course of a chance of
qualifying with two approaches based on teamwork and
activity-based teaching, said that students after the activity and group discussion and testing tried to collect, organize and analyze their data and presented the results on
the basis of physical models and eventually this group was
more successful in overcoming a series of probability. The
activity-based approach or work in small groups can help
students to overcome the misconceptions (12). Rabbanifard, in a research about misconception and problems associated with trigonometry in high school students, tried
to fix it with the help of active methods and participation in learning (13). In order to solve the misconceptions
and improve learning, applying new ways of learning and
teaching is necessary. Teaching and learning using computer software, learning simulation and instructional design approaches such as constructivism-based approaches
enable new ways of learning in recent decades. In the
new generation, multimedia technologies and advanced
2

internet based learning simulators invest because creating simulation-based learning is more affordable than previous methods. Kolb believes that the deep intellectual
understanding can only be based on empirical findings.
In other words, students learn better when they solve
real problems and critically discuss issues with their classmates. The value of active learning, training simulations,
problem solving and other modern educational pedagogies has been acknowledged by researchers (14).
Sattari and Mohammadi believe that educational computer projects allow the learner to focus on the content of
the course and enhance the interactive and dynamic learning and also develop the learners’ thinking skills and computer training programs by offering ideas. Research shows
the impact of computer-based training programs which
focus on learning the content and improving the learning
interactive and dynamic thinking skills (15). De Jong defines computer simulation as it: They are computer programs that provide computer model of a system or process’. System or modeling process is usually the source of
the natural world and that is usually a simplification of
the real world phenomena (16). Balasubramanian believes
that simulation is in one of four categories (17):
a) Live simulation (where real people use equipment
simulated or dummy in the real world).
b) Virtual simulation (where real people simulated
equipment in a simulated world or their environment).
c) Structural simulation (where simulated people use
simulated equipment in a simulated environment. Often
called as a war game because it resembles the desktop
war games in which players lead soldiers and equipment
around a table).
d) The role of simulation (where real people play the
role of a real job).
Generally, there are two types of simulations: operational and conceptual. Operational simulation primarily
designed to teach skills and procedures, while conceptual
simulation is based on learning strategy and the specific
meaning of a scientific domain. conceptual simulations is
focused on the concept of education, principles of physics,
genetics, chemistry, botany and ecology (18).
While computer simulations to learn will make teachers ready with better tools to make a credible assessment,
they can operate on theories that are learned by the students (19). Yaman, Nerdel and Huber in a study with the
topic of impact of educational support on learner’s interest when using computer simulation learning, showed
that the support that happen in simulation will be developed and will have a positive impact on learning outcomes
(20).
Archer in a study titled “Technology and bridge learning to score higher” showed that with using computers
Interdiscip J Virtual Learn Med Sci. 2015; 6(4):e11997.
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and the Internet in the classroom and also creating a positive atmosphere in the classroom and schools, academic
achievement and higher learning efficiency is achieved
(21). Ring staff and Kelly in a qualitative research to examine the impact of technology on learning showed that
teachers use technologies such as computers and the Internet to improve the quality of teaching-learning process
(22).
Tavares, in his study to evaluate the use of computers in the learning environment in Brazil, showed that
the use of computers can enhance learning environments
(23). Kilicman, Hassan and Sayed Husain in their research
on the theme of using mathematical software in teaching
and learning demonstrated the use of software to facilitate
the learning process and the achievement of learners (24).
Gamboa and Garcia-Souza assessed the impact of information technology on performance and concluded that the
frequency of using a computer has a positive impact on
students’ scores (25). Mayer taught through simulation, in
other words, he used simulation to teach the principles of
acceleration and speed in physics (26).
Anderson and Lawton achieved three main results: 1)
learners like commercial simulation exercises or talk over
the speech. 2) There are poor correlation between simulation and actual performance in simulated learning scores.
3) There are little evidence for simulation in presentations
or case studies (27). The findings of Najafi show that using computer and the Internet has had an impact on the
academic achievement of boys and girls (28). Liu and Katz
said that educational multimedia design projects can be a
meaningful and harmonious context for the development
of high-level thinking skills and the use of students in the
learning process and invite them to use technology as a
tool (29).
Constructivism is one of the theories of learning. Constructivist approach has been established by the efforts of
scientists such as Piaget, Brunner and Vygotsky in the 1970s
and is on the basis of the theory of cognitive psychology
(30). Constructivism is becoming a dominant paradigm
and approach in the field of education and training. The
essence and the cornerstone of this approach is the assumption that knowledge is built inside of the mental processes and not transferred from the outside in the minds of
people. One of the important areas of education that has
been greatly changed under this approach is the domain
of instructional design (as one of the pillars of the teaching and learning process). Constructivism approach spent
a lot of time for studying and understanding of its benefits (31). Constructivist learning environments design is
very important which consists of a problem, a question or
a project as subjective and interpretive center and systems.
The purpose of learner is the interpretation or problemInterdiscip J Virtual Learn Med Sci. 2015; 6(4):e11997.

solving or completion of the project. Items related to the
issue and sources of information help to understand the
problem and offer solutions. Cognitive tools help the students to interpret and work on different aspects of the
problem. These tools help students to agree on the meaning of the problem and social support systems help users
for using constructivist learning environment (32). There
is a tendency in educational models such as dynamic learning, constant learning and cooperative learning (33). Constructivism insists on the fact that learners understand the
meanings of the world by building on their own experiences (34).
Constructivism approach emphasizes that the learner
actively makes the knowledge. Along with the rise of theory of constructivism, educators decided to design classroom environments based on the principles of constructivism (36). Results of previous studies show that the learning environment that is based on the principles of constructivism is suitable for the classroom. These studies
show that learning environments have at least 5 features
(37):
1. Personal relationship: This relationship shows the
school science with out-of-school experiences.
2. Uncertainty: One of the basic assumptions of the
constructivist approach is that knowledge is relative and
the result of personal reasons.
3. Talks with students: In constructivist learning environments, teachers are advised to use appropriate instructional strategies to promote class discussions between students as the main activity.
4. Joint supervision: According to the constructivist approach, we want students to have opportunities to become
autonomous. Therefore, teachers should provide opportunities for students to be able to monitor the extent of learning.
5. Critical expression: According to critical theory,
teachers should be criticism against the objections of students, so that attitudes of students toward learning and
training activities grow.
It can be concluded that the design of learning environments and assumptions based on the principles of
constructivism approach prepare the students to meet
the challenges of modern life (38). Jonassen believes that
learning, rather than to be content-based, is based on activity. Teaching methods that are vital to recall information prevent the development of practical knowledge and
problem-solving skills needed to override it in the real
world (39). In general, teachers play the role of facilitator
in the constructivist learning environment and encourage
students to grow. They use their old knowledge. So, designing the principles and assumptions of constructivism
learning environments are suitable for all-round develop3
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Figure 1. Jonassen Constructivist Design Model (35)

ment of learners and prepare them to meet the challenges
of modern life (40). Sheikhzade, in a study to assess the
effectiveness of educational software based on constructivism approach, showed that there is a difference between
software training based on constructivism approach and
group activities as well as the response to questions from
the students on the cognitive domain. The results showed
that learning through constructivism increases the motivation and problem solving skills (41). Given the above,
this study aims to simulate the impact of computer-based
learning based on constructivism approach to remove misconceptions of physics. Purpose of this study is to investigate the common conceptual errors in high school physics
and computer simulation to evaluate the effectiveness of
learning through constructivism approach.
2. Methods
The research procedure is quasi-experimental with
pre-test and post-test and control group design. The population consists of all male and female secondary school students in Yazd (2009). This research includes 216 students
4

in 2nd grade of high school in Yazd province. To control
unwanted variables and minimize confounding variables
and to enhance the internal validity of the research, cluster
sampling is used. Population is selected with regard to the
hierarchy of larger units to smaller units of society (42). In
this study, a list of all high schools in Yazd is prepared and
then, one region is randomly selected. Then, 4 schools (2
girls and 2 boys) are randomly selected. Two classes are selected from each school (8 classes). Finally, 4 classes as the
experimental group and 4 classes as the control group are
selected. The study lasted for 4 weeks in 2 sessions of 90
minutes per week (43). In order to implement the above
steps, given that the present study aimed to investigate
the effect of computer simulation-based learning based
on constructivism in removing physics misconceptions, at
every level, participants including boys and girls are randomly selected from the population, then randomly divided into two groups. Before running the program, first,
a semi-structured interview with 14 physics teachers and 5
physics experts is conducted to see what concepts increase
the risk of misconceptions and. Finally, preparing the fi-
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nal questions are conducted (44). The students took pretest and post-test. Data is collected by questionnaire; the
validity is confirmed by face validity and content. To assess
the reliability of the test, a physics questionnaire is used
and the options are the correct and wrong (the correct option 1, wrong option 0). Reliability of the questionnaire is
calculated using Cronbach’s alpha of %75. SPSS version of
16 is used for statistical analysis and independent t-test is
used to analyze the data. The results of analysis of the data
showed a significant difference in the effectiveness of computer simulation-based learning based on constructivism
in removing physics misconceptions. So, the use of computer simulation to solve the misconceptions has positive
impact. To assess the reliability of computer simulation
software, a list of view of two observers in a class is used.
In connection with ethical issues of the research, it may
be noted that before the implementation of research and
questionnaire, participants were satisfied and at the end of
the study, participants were informed of the results.

3. Results
Depending on the type of research design, pretestposttest with control group is the best statistical method.
One-way ANOVA test condition:
1. The homogeneity of the regression slope
2. The homogeneity of variances slope
3. Make a linear relationship between the dependent
variable and random
4. Regression slope homogeneity test
Based on the results in Table 1, the value of variable
grouping interaction with pre-test is (P < 0.01). So, there
is a significant difference in regression slope. This assumption is not met and the researcher can not use this test
to answer this question. So, the difference between the
pre-test and post-test is calculated and we use independent T-test. Implementation of pre-test and post-test in the
control group needs random replacement in experimental groups, implementation of pre-test in 2 groups, implementation of operation and implementation of the test in
two groups.
Based on Table 2, there is experimental group and the
control group in separate gender (female and male).
Based on Table 3, there is no significant relationship
between the experimental and control group’s score obtained in the pre-test (P > 0.05). In this study, the results of data analysis using independent T-test showed
that there is an effective relationship in using computer
simulation-based learning based on constructivism in removing physics misconceptions (power and energy topics) among the students (differentiated by gender).
Interdiscip J Virtual Learn Med Sci. 2015; 6(4):e11997.

Based on the results in Table 4, there is a relationship in
using computer simulation-based learning based on constructivism in removing misconceptions in favor of the experimental group (df = 160.53, t = -10.45, sig = 0.00, P <
0.01). In other words, the pre-test and the post-test difference scores of the experimental group is higher than the
control group. It means that presenting the issues in using
computer simulation-based learning based on constructivism in removing misconceptions is more effective in the
experimental group than the control group.
Based on the results in Table 5, There is a significant
relationship between the experimental and the control
group (df = 90.02, t = -10.22, sig = 0.00, P < 0.01). In other
words, the pre-test and post-test difference scores of the
experimental group is higher than the control group. It
means that presenting the issues in using computer simulation based learning based on constructivism in removing misconceptions is more effective in the male experimental group than the female control group.
Based on the results in Table 6, There is a significant
relationship between the experimental and the control
group (df = 76.58, t0 = -60.05, sig = 0.00, P < 0.01). In other
words, the pre-test and post-test difference scores of the
experimental group is higher than the control group. It
means that presenting the issues in using computer simulation based learning based on constructivism in removing misconceptions is more effective in the female experimental group than the female control group.

4. Conclusion
Underpinning a reform movement in in education and
changes in educational philosophy is prevailing worldview and view of human beings (45). In fact, education is
the host of people who are mentally changed and are expected to join the information age, but in terms of planning and execution, still living in the twentieth century
and this duality is the main obstacle to any information
on education (46). In the study, education is trying in all
societies for achieving the creative citizens familiar with
the thinking process and is one of the issues in misconceptions science education. It is assumed, due to the nature of the human mind, that every individual has a variety of misconception. So, the books should not be the
only source of education and the purpose of the education
should fertilize seeking knowledge through self-education
so that they can learn throughout life at any time and in
any place. As a result, the revision of the methods, from
lecture method to participatory learning methods , and
also class discussion and dialogue and group activities so
that students play a larger share in the learning process is
5
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Table 1. A Survey: The Assumption of Homogeneity of the Slope in ANOVA

Change Resource

Total Squares

Degrees of Freedom

F

Significance Level

Revised version

661.160

7

94.451

64.546

< 0.001

Fixed amount

289.124

1

289.124

197.581

< 0.001

Grouping

162.453

3

54.151

197.005

< 0.001

Pre-test

201.071

1

201.071

137.407

< 0.001

Variable balance grouping and pre-test

112.892

3

37.631

25.716

< 0.001

Error

304.371

208

1.463

-

-

Total

55830.375

216

-

-

-

965.531

215

-

-

-

Total corrected

Table 2. Experimental Group and the Control Group in Separate Gender

Gender

Female

Male

Total

Group
Experimental

54

53

107

Control

54

55

109

necessary because participating in learning would be enhanced to understand and deal with feedback on what they
have learned to refine their understanding (47, 48). Thus,
in the present day, educational environments which are
using particular computer software and computer simulations to learn is rapidly increasing and have made significant progress in the design of learning environments (49)
and changes in teaching methods and concepts is essential, especially in physics.
Education is subject to evolution in education-based
activities that designs and manufactures products and
provides integration (50). So, the present study aimed to
investigate the effect of computer simulation-based learning constructivism approach to remove physics misconceptions and indicates that this method has a positive impact and improves learning because human beings learn
during the experiment with things. The results of research on discussing the misconceptions and impact of
simulation-based approaches show the importance of new
approaches and active learning approaches and improve
learning. The results of the research is consistent with Kyle
Patrick, Ben-zeev, Smith and Rabany fard research results
(5, 8, 10, 13). Their research showed that misunderstandings and mistakes take a lot of time of the classroom and
work in small groups is useful. The results of data analysis showed that computer simulation-based learning improves learning and will eliminate misconceptions and the
result is consistent with the results of Aldridge, Fischler,
6

The Average Sum of Squares

Sheikh zadeh and Taylor research (19, 36, 37, 40). Analysis
of data from this method of learning showed that the use
of computer technology is effective in improving learning
and active participation in classrooms and these results
are consistent with the results Archer, Ringstaff, Tavares,
Kilicman, Hassan, said Husain, Gamboa and Garcia-Suaza
studies. They concluded in their research that computer
technology, especially software and simulations, improve
the quality of teaching process and learning and facilitate
the learning process (20-25). Research of Liu, Satari, Mohammadi and Najafi (15, 28, 29) confirm our results. Anderson and Lawton results also indicate the importance of this
method of learning (27). This research that shows the impact of computer simulations to improve learning physics
concepts is consistent with Rieber and Kolb research results and suggest a positive association between the use of
this learning method and academic achievement (14, 26).
The results of this study are in line with research results
of Aldrich, Dorman, Fraser and Taylor, who insisted on the
principles of constructivism (37, 38).
According to the strengths of this method, the following is recommended:
- We should guide the learners to learn physics in new
ways and they do not have to use a fixed method.
- We should have reflections on misconceptions of students and don’t miss them.
- We should connect physics concepts with real and tangible aspects.
- We should help learners discover or create concepts
for themselves and avoid direct transmission to them.
- With regard to the merits of constructivism approach
in helping to resolve misconceptions, we can use this approach in other subjects with regard to the terms of use.
- Physics should be taught using concrete, practical and
relevant examples and also in the form of game, field trips,
learning software and computer simulations.
- To understand the concepts, operating in real lab or
Interdiscip J Virtual Learn Med Sci. 2015; 6(4):e11997.
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Table 3. Comparison Test of Two Independent Groups in the Pre-Test to Check No Difference

Group

Descriptive Indexes

Homogeneity of Variance Test

Sample density

Mean

Standard deviation

Standard deviation error

F

Statistical significant

Experiment

107

14.41

2.00

0.19

0.005

0.94

Control

109

14.38

2.02

0.19

Comparison Test of Two Independent Groups
t

Degree of freedom

Statistical significant

0.128

214

0.898

Table 4. Comparison the Difference Between Mean Scores of Pre-Test and Post-Test in the Experimental Group and the Control Group

Group

Descriptive Indexes

homogeneity of Variance Test

Sample density

Mean

Standard deviation

Standard deviation error

F

Statistical significant

Experiment

-2.79

2.18

0.21

-2.79

29.61

0.000

Control

-0.30

1.15

0.11

-0.30

Comparison Test of Two Independent Groups
t

Degree of freedom

Statistical significant

-10.45

160.53

< 0.001

Table 5. Comparison the Difference Between Mean Scores of Pre-Test and Post-Test in the Experimental Group and the Control Group of Male Students

Group

Descriptive Indexes

homogeneity of Variance Test

Sample density

Mean

Standard deviation

Standard deviation error

F

Statistical significant

Experiment

53

-2.80

1.49

0.20

5.38

0.02

Control

55

-0.29

0.99

0.13

Comparison Test of Two Independent Groups
t

Degree of freedom

Statistical significant

-10.22

90.03

< 0.001

Table 6. Comparison the Difference Between Mean Scores of Pre-Test and Post-Test in the Experimental Group and the Control Group of Female Students

Group

Descriptive Indexes

homogeneity of Variance Test

Sample density

Mean

Standard deviation

Standard deviation error

F

Statistical significant

Experiment

54

-2.79

2.72

0.36

28.38

< 0.001

Control

54

-0.31

1.32

0.18

the use of computer simulation Software that has been developed with the aim of learning, is useful.
- Teachers are required to attend school and do more
research at school. In addition, meetings and classes are
arranged to use the experiences of colleagues.
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